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Melbourne has an enviable breadth of suburban heritage locales, but these are being steadily eroded both in 
size and style which weakens the fabric of history and amenity of the area. These locales need to be 
protected by planning regulations to prevent a massive loss of our city's and our country's cultural heritage 
and social significance. Once it is gone it is gone for good. In my rea i constantly see fine houses being 
demolished for an enormous replacement, boundary-to-boundary, 'block' house or a set of ticky-tacky 'town 
houses', trashing the established garden and leaving no room for a replacement garden or tree canopy. 
It doesn't seem to matter what the residents value, what wins out every time is the mighty developers' dollar; 
and they don't live there - they just make their money and leave. The residents are basically powerless. We 
cant fight all inappropriate developments and heritage loss one by one! Planing departments need to step in 
and step up. There needs to be greater community consultation and protection of of heritage precincts. there 
are literally thousands of valuable, high quality homes with true heritage value being bulldozed to a flat 
earth. 
No point going to VCAT! VCAT seem to have no expertise or wish to preserve the fabric of our community. 
the developers and investors (including the empty house investors) win every single time. That's what we 
see. We see beautiful homes being obtained and left vacant to degrade to a stage where there can be an 
argument to demolish. 
I would like there to be consideration for:
* A long term heritage plan for Victoria with preservation guidelines for houses and gardens
* Heritage values being represented in planning decisions - the future is also about protecting our past
* existing heritage bodies given some actual power and responsibility to represent the community, rather
than the developers holding all the cards
*protection of significant suburbs, rather than an eye to only the size of the block
*VCAT members to have some specialist knowledge and heritage accountability
*funding for councils when being forced to defend the streetscape against developers
* reconsideration of land tax - its not only about the size of the block - but it is about being responsible for
the upkeep and continuance of the heritage home you purchase in the heritage suburb you've chosen.
* a planning framework that actively values and protects our city and our heritage
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